Swing Voters Count
To see updates, refresh this page.

"Keep your friends close; keep your enemies closer." – Sun Tzu
"He who knows only his own side of the case knows little of that." – John Stuart Mill

I have revised my own opinions on VietNam, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and Libya. Although riddled with cancellation and bias, Youtube reveals much not in the corporate media.

I eliminate advertisements with Youtube Premium for $16/month.
See the Science Channels that I $support. --Jon Claerbout

Below is addictive and not recommended for those with intense careers or children at home.

Current News (reload for update)

June 6/20/2022 …
One minute of a joyful song (1:20). Enjoy!
One minute look inside a lithium battery (1:00). Surprise!
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (CS:GO) is a multi-person shooter game popular in Moscow (4:47).
Old time Dems explain why their old party is sinking. (28:50). Glenn Greenwald & Matt Taibbi
Highway washout (4:08) More dangerous than it appears at first.
Building Kara (7:01) Kara’s story(2:30:04) I enjoyed her building but less so her story (10 minutes enuf).
Exposing George Soros’ $18 Billion Control Over the Mainstream Media (21:36). ($440 per US person)
Unherd: Just back from the Ukrainian front line in Donbas (36:38). Good summary of the war.
Jimmy Dore comedian delivers fiery rant on Tucker Carlson FOX (9:37). Haha.
Texas and Arizona Send 79 Buses Full of Illegals to Washington, D.C. article at PJ Media
Google employee claims AI robot is sentient (13:24). Silly claim, but engaging conversation with AI robot

June 6/16/2022 …
”... the US created Covid” (Unz.com) Bio-Attack Smoking Gun (14:42) NSA told Israel Nov. 2019
Preview of the most recent Jurassic Park movie (5:05). The movie is long (2:25:00)
How climate alarmists fudge the data (12:52) Tony Heller
400,000 Chinese bank depositors lose $6 billion (16:37). That’s an average of $15k each.
I was the bodyguard for a Chinese rapist (46:02). Personal account. Quick start. Doc++ –Serpentza
Enslaved in North Africa were 1-2 million Europeans and Americans. Icelanders too in 1627
MIDSOMMAR: Opener (1:44) Artsy movie sounds too spooky for me (9:19).
Election deniers in local races (10:42). a Colorado county
Those Were the Days (3:25). Violin & piano
June 6/13/2022 …

**Why the last 10 years of American Life have been Uniquely Stupid** [Atlantic magazine](https://www.atlanticmag.com/).

**The Case Against Social Media** [1:42:05] I watched it all and recommended it to my family.

**Tik Tok Is Normalizing Child Grooming & Abuse** [10:37] Emily Jashinsky at The Hill

**Grouper eats a barracuda** [0:33].

**China’s Bad Citizenship** [9:44]. Serpentza produces regularly on this theme.

**What’s a Bilderburg meeting? – Kim Iverson** [9:29]. She makes it sound evil. Wikipedia less so

"**Real Climate Science" by Tony Heller** A (blocked) weather historian vs climate alarmists. **Sample** [2:39]

**Riding the world’s most dangerous and longest wave** [11:58] Ocean tide sweeping up the Amazon.

**Plato and a Platypus walk into a bar** [45:54] Philosophy and Humor, examples of how they are related.

**Rioters Intimidate Homes of The Supreme Court** [6:51]. They make me opposed to whatever they think.

**France’s Macron issues ‘ultimatum’ to Muslim leaders** [4:29] After many decades of toleration.

**Formula kiteboard racing** [3:18] Remarkable athletes in exciting settings.

**Problems with the green revolution** [11:02] The world is highly dependent on risky issues.

**Removing Barnacles from Sea Turtles** [12:21] Many other Youtubes are available.

**Planet Pluto and beyond** [30:58] This is what there is. It’s all we’ll ever have.


**Anti-war summary** [6:53] US has far too many military bases and involves itself in too many wars.

**Unexpected 40% increase in 'all cause deaths' in 2021** [8:28] I’d like to find the contrary opinions.

June 6/9/2022 … **Opposed to the government’s Covid Policy**

Since nearly every American will agree that at least one of our recent two presidents was a poor choice, why should our Covid policy be any better? It isn’t.

Prof. Dr. Jay Battacharya interview at [Stanford Review](https://stanfordreview.stanford.edu/), list of [his Youtubes](https://www.youtube.com/user/bbattacharya). **Biography**

Professor Brett Weinstein interviewed at Unheard [48:05]. Knowledgeable, wide-ranging, thoughtful.

[Steve Kirsch at Substack](https://substack.com/steve-kirsch) with details galore. Subscriptions free. **Today’s sample here.**

**The bizarre refusal to apply cost-benefit analysis to covid policy** [30:57] Glenn Greenwald

---

**Of long-term value**

June 6/8/2022 …

Where is Epstein’s client list? (11:11).

Conversation with Leta, an artificial-intelligence robot (11:01) delightful!

Waymo AI ride in SF (6:59).

These books will change your mind – Thomas Sowell recommends (4:27).

US M777 artillery piece evaluated for Ukraine’s use (15:36). both the pluses and minuses

SailGP world’s most advanced hydrofoil sailboats (12:08). thrilling!

Armed teachers in Texas (5:41). John Stossel

WION: Iran: Uranium and riots (4:44).

Ukraine’s international volunteer forces at the front (4:40).

June 6/7/2022 …

Our Troublesome Society, by a thoughtful Democrat. Atlantic magazine. Recommended.

Washington Post reveals that the Hunter Biden laptop is NOT Russian disinfo (48:59). No apologies for the delay.

Under oath, Hillary’s lawyer said she approved the RussiaGate project. FBI had an office in the DNC! (9:00).

Democrat Party links with the FBI (16:09) by Tucker Carlson


Muscovite, do you know about Navalny? Surprisingly, most of them did. Navalny was jailed by Putin

Kamala Harris talks to city mayors as though they are children. A clip shared by Australia Sky News.

Animal sound man (1:47) He’s good!

Entropy for data science clearly explained (16:30). A deep topic explained well.

TV rating wars: FOX wins, CNN dying.

New AI makes better deep-fakes for video (6:27).

June 6/2/2022 …

From my balcony, I see a rare “circumhorizontal arc” like a rainbow, but towards the sun.

Ukraine forces admit heavy losses in Donbas (17:25). Bad news for our side.

Moscow man on the street answers: Do you think this conflict was necessary? (4:53).

Woke climate at Stanford University Computer Science is worse. Stanford in-house articles

Peter Frost anthropology blog on evolution Recent cognitive evolution: The case of Ashkenazi Jews.
The FBI shelters Larry Nasar, the abuser of girl athletes (9:05). Investigate the FBI, I say.

The witnesses. Did Sussman lie to the FBI? (0:50). In DC there is no fair jury for a political trial.


The swamp protects its own (5:53).

FBI & Clinton lawyer caught colluding during Russiagate (18:10). Jimmy Dore Show

Sussman jury’s verdict (12:38). The Epoch Times

The missing link in batteries—Solved!!!? (23:26). Advertisers Nebula and Curiosity Stream $15/year

Russian TV presenter urges army to 'invade Britain and seize Stonehenge' (1:15).

Examine interesting maps (12:88). The Geography King has a curious collection of maps

Ukraine and Russia. Oil and Gas. (39:02) Eye-opening! A big part of the story seldom mentioned.

Hunga Tonga eruption 190,000’= 58 km high (4:18).

Request for Joe Biden to take a cognitive test (14:13). By the doctor who tested Donald Trump

LIDAR finds pre-Columbian civilizations in Amazonia (5:50).

Canadian Trudeau pooped on at the European Parliament (9:01)

Former Russian prime minister terrified of Putin (26:07).

What's going on in the White House? (0:26).


Tolerantia, a short animated film (6:20). A parable for our times?

Ocean plastic gyres, something new learned (14:06).

Amputated Russian war prisoner phones his family from Ukraine (21:20).

If they do this, they’ll cheat on you too (6:19) Jordan Peterson on personal relationships

Babylon Bee humor: Signs you might be a Man (3:31) or be a Woman (3:51)

Babylon Bee humor: All women agree (2:59)

Some Ukrainians want to be a part of Russia. (11:35).

May 5/30/2022 …

Contracted Russian Soldiers Leaving in June. Russia Suffering Troop Shortage. (1:08) Ukrainian claims.

Why do Republicans claim that Biden is cognitively impaired? A polite Australian lady tells you. (3:02)

Do you have friends/family in Ukraine? (4:10) Replies by random street people in Moscow.

Koko Crater v1 v2 dangerous hike around the rim (8:48). My son Andrew did it solo at age 15-16.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) made a Music Video… results are trippy (5:52)

What's the process behind America's most-grown crop? (10:30) Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”

How Did Putin Get it so Wrong? | Fiona Hill (22:55) She’s often seen him in Kremlin meetings.

Putin and the War in Ukraine — Stephen Kotkin (2:41:10) I’m ⅔ thru the video. Will watch it all.

In a Ukraine debate, you’d want Stephen Kotkin on your team.

Trump's RICO lawsuit against Hillary and 30 others (17:50) Hear Trump’s case. Is it valid?

Compare Elon Musk’s raptor engine to Russia’s greatest. (9:10). Elon wins by a big margin.

Hillary’s pathetic fine for her Russia hoax. (12:02). That’s DC for you.
Rep. Matt Gaetz tries to submit the Hunter Biden laptop into the congressional record (14:12) Sparring.

**Computer Engineering for Babies (0:59)** Charming book. I'll buy three copies. Enjoy my book review.

**Ukraine: Henry Kissinger agrees with Jon Claerbout (23:38).** realpolitik


---

**May 5/25/2022 Vacation collection…..**

Trump says he would stop Putin from saying the word 'nuclear' ever again (1:05)

Jordan Peterson grilled by MIT students (26:04)

Why did the Russians take Chernobyl? (7:53)

Woke Watch: When Stanford's Therapists Become Activists Stanford Review article

Why the left doesn't want Trump on Twitter (3:33)

Humor by Ukrainians complaining about their homes being robbed by Russian soldiers (0:45)

‘When authorities are coming after comedians you know you’re in trouble’ (7:44) Babylon Bee

Kidnapping in China is common (20:52).

Tik Tok Is Normalizing Child GROOMING & Abuse (10:37)

Chinese consume sewer oil (11:18).

US founded as a republic, not a democracy (10:11).

Musk to cancel Twitter if too many spambots (4:57).

The US anti-war left is dead. GG and AOC (44:05)

Secret service infiltrated by fake agents (50:05).

China blocking its citizens from leaving China (16:39)

Record jet suit mountain ascent (3:26)

US howitzer arrives and firing (1:31).

Adam Shiff lied about Hunter laptop (14:53)

Why I’m so obsessed with free speech—Jordan Peterson (6:41)

Artillery destroyed 73 military vehicles in a few minutes (1:39)

Russians killing their own wounded!? (1:33). I’m not asking you to believe this.

BLM activist indicted (14:41)

Ukrainian Kids’ school bombed. Russian pilot grilled by Ukrainians (1:09:04)

Dems trying to disbar Trump’s lawyers (9:55)

Piss-poor war reporting by Kim Iverson (13:24)

Starlink has military application. Elon threatened by the Russians (9:33)

High-level debate inside of Russia. | CNN (9:44)

OverVaxxing could weaken the immune system (14:02)

Tuba Skinny plays, "Bouncing Around" (5:12) Tuba Skinny

Typhoid Mary of disinformation (2:21).
Panic within the FBI as Trump announced he was being spied on (12:35).
The illusion of evidence-based medicine. (32:31)
New evidence of Covid Lab Leak in major journal. (10:28)
What is GPT-3? Wikipedia
Where is GPT-4? (10:11)
What It's Like To be a Computer: An Interview with GPT-3. (16:17)
Belarusians in Ukrainian army. (1:09)
Musk blasts Soros. (14:39)
Talking with GPT-3. (7:49)
The Action Lab. — many forms of sulphur. (4:18)
Tokyo walk in 4K HDR. Nice. Long so I jumped around. (1:26:48)
The humanly worst places on earth. (9:06) incredible human suffering.
Young man imitates animal sounds. (1:47)
Talking with an AI character (8:35).
Math in programming. Deeper than I expected. (7:50) I'll watch this again.
Walking thru the dregs of Russian failed river crossing (2:52).
Russian soldiers want to quit but don't know how. (5:23).
GPT-3. Ungoogleable questions (9:10)
Ukrainians de-fusing Russian mines (3:07).
Secret royalty payments to Fauci from big pharma (14:33)
Democrats are pushing a new 'war on terror' on American citizens: Greenwald (7:09).

May 5/10/2022........
Joe Biden flubbed an opportunity to head-off Putin's Ukraine War. Website of Jon Claerbout
Why Corruption is China's Secret Weapon (14:45) I didn’t really grasp this – should try again.
Mariupol celebrates the Day of Russian Victory over Nazism (2:20) Celebrate with Putin.
A Day In The Life Of A White Slave In The Ottoman Empire (9:14) Includes good art.
Do Russians think that Putin is a war criminal? (4:33) Man on the street in Russia. Interesting.
The Worlds Most Powerful Electric Motors (14:08)
Tucker: This is why Democrats are taking us to war with Russia (19:24)
Amazing Giant 3-D Cat Digital Billboard in Shinjuku, Japan (4:16) World’s fertility rate is falling. (9:01)
Homeland Security's "Disinformation Board" is Even More Pernicious Than it Seems GG article
Confutatis Amadeus movie plus scrolling music score (7:35) Go full screen to view. I’ve watched 4x!

May 04/2022....
The Truth About Plastic Recycling (14:00) Most of it ends out in a land fill.
Electric blue ponds in the middle of the Utah desert support half the people on earth (19:23)
PayPal BANS Independent Anti-War Journalists (12:05)  PayPal attacks peaceniks both left and right.

PayPal's Independent Media Wipeout  An article at Substack by Matt Taibbi

Violence in human prehistory  adolescent males  Razib Khan’s Unsupervised Learning.

Antifa mob disrupts GOP governor candidate’s rally (5:07)  Portland is going nuts again.

Ending Big Tech censorship at Twitter will be trickier than it sounds, but worth the struggle.  CityJournal

Elon Musk is Finally Testing Neuralink on Humans (10:17)  implanted brain chips

Pharma Freaks Out As Elon Calls Out SSRIs On Twitter (11:41)  (SSRI = Big Pharma drugs)

Mike Rowe of Dirty Jobs: The reality is starting to sink in (4:40)  Rising prices hit the producers.

Elon Musk’s Crazy Plan To Improve Twitter Is Ready (5:47)

‘Useful idiot’: Biden’s ‘disinformation’ czar Nina Jankowicz slammed as a ‘woke-bot’ (4:24)

Tucker Carlson rants on why the Democrats will lose next election (11:47)  You’d think they would care.

May/02/2022….

Hear from the Russians who fled to Tbilisi, Georgia since the war (29:19)  Pussy Riot, etc

Worldwide male violence in prehistory  Article by Razib Khan in his class “Unsupervised Learning”

Bicycle theft protection (21:12)  How to register your bike nationally (website).

Biden’s ‘disinformation’ czar Nina Jankowicz slammed as a ‘woke-bot’ (4:25)  Sky News Australia

Slovakia hands over MiG-29 fighter jets to Ukraine (1:45)  Ukrainians have been begging for fighters.

April 4/28/2022….

Musk and moderation  I learned a lot from this article at Quillette.  See some other headlines there.

The Social Contagion Of Mental Disorders Through Social Media Platforms (10:50)  Gender dysphoria

Section 230 and Freedom of the Press (11:50)  Sect 230 confuses both Dems and Reps in congress.

Freed captive explains why Russians are taking civilians into Russia (10:33)

mRNA Vaccines Show No Mortality Benefit - Danish Study (36:37)  i.e. don’t bother getting vaccinated.

Elon Musk claps back at ‘extreme antibody reaction’ from liberals (3:30)

‘We’re gonna have problems’: Trump reveals how he’d handle Putin (1:29)

Global warming? “Don’t worry,” says this MIT Meteorology professor (5:19)

This Map Helps Explain Why the Russia-Ukraine War Hasn’t Ended (8:05)

What’s it like to be a young female Prime Minister in Finland? (3:05)  at age 34.

April 4/24/2022….

Why 1% Of The World’s Population makes 45% of Wealth (15:18)  Half production from sqrt(population).

The Rise Of Totalitarianism In America | Jordan Peterson & Other Canceled Professors (1:01:53)

Early release of criminals, Increasing crime in California (33:32)  State Parole Director

Biden bribes from a Chinese energy company (x:x)  Quick start here.  Try to double your playback speed.

Life after the occupation in the Kharkiv region (3:41)

Wuhan, US Labs Collude To DELETE DATA In ‘Explosive’ Legal Deal (8:29)  Kim Iverson

Tesla Phone LAUNCH DATE And Insane FEATURES Leaked! (8:38)  advertisement

Texas governor deals with illegal immigrants (8:45)  Go to: Borderbus.texas.gov

Elon Musk: The meaning of life. The future of humanity (8:07)
The Five Laws of Stupidity (15:37)  Stupid== "Causes losses to others without benefits to self"
Russian journalist tells us what Russians are hearing about war (5:56)  Russians are getting Youtube!
Tulsi Gabbard EXPOSES Ukraine War LIES of Senator Mitt Romney (R:Utah) (19:04)
Extremist 1/6 Prosecutions Proceed with Little Attention (1:03:01)  Solitary Confinement for Trespassing
Visualizing the World's Fertility Rate over 200 years (14:44)  Why the world stopped having children.

April 4/23/2022….
The Man Who Accidentally Killed The Most People In History (24:56)  He beat Hitler, Stalin, and Mao!
Elon Musk's "Threat" to Restore Free Speech on Twitter Provokes Liberal Panic.  GG article
Confutatis Amadeus movie plus scrolling music score (7:34)  Truly awesome.
Elon Musk tells us about aliens, possibly why we don’t see them (7:31)
The Female Fighters of Ukraine’s Forgotten War (28:49)
What Russians think about their «fake news» law? (11:44)
Autism Spectrum: Atypical Minds in a Stereotypical World (7:04)
Two magical escape techniques (1:32)  It’s easy. It’s quick. Take a look.
Bari Weiss on Post-Mainstream Media Life and Her Battles in the Culture Wars (57:11)
Big-world-city streets in the 1920s (8:10)  Video from 1910, interpolated, color, and sound added.

April 4/19/2022….
Carl Sagan's Warning 25 years ago : "We are up for grabs" (1:03).  Tells the craziness of our times.
Ukrainian troops ‘destroy Russian artillery’ (1:22)  by using modern methods.
Maybe half the Russian battleship sailors were lost (2:36)
Starlink Availability Map  I skip you over a wordy introduction straight to the map at (5:43).

April 4/18/2022….
What is a virus? (10:01)  A concise explanation of classroom quality. Highly recommended by me.
40% Surge in Working Age Deaths (1:45:12)  Might be due to vaccination? Too much math for most.
Elon Musk's Crazy Plan To Improve Twitter Instantly (6:09)  Will it save Civilization? We hope so.
23-year-old woman to Tucker: I regret transitioning as a teen (5:53).  Preview/trailer

April 4/17/2022….
Ukraine drone finds ~20 Russian tanks.  Tanks explode (16:22)  How? Why?
The Secret River near the base of Israel’s Dead Sea (9:06)  Amazing!
MS-13’s Active Members Are Laughing At Trump’s Crackdown (HBO) 2017, but it didn’t work
Latin America’s Deadliest Place to Be a Woman (15:10)  An example of a shit-hole country
Chinese Ambassador Reveals China’s Position in Russia Ukraine War (15:50)

April 4/15/2022
Joe Rogan - Nick Yarris' Incredible Story of Being Wrongfully Sentenced to Death Row (17:44)
The Number of Civilians Killed in Russian Attacks in the Kyiv Region exceeds 900 (1:27)
Elon Musk's "Threat" to Restore Free Speech on Twitter Provokes Liberal Panic  GG article
Intro:  5 Reasons Unreal Engine 5 is a BIG DEAL (10:58)

April 4/12/2022….
Here’s a middle view of how to end Putin’s Ukraine war (13:20) peacenik
Bill Browder explains Russian criminals including Putin (10:05) war-monger
Western Dissent from US/NATO Policy on Ukraine is Small, But Censorship is Extreme GG, Amen.
Russia says over 1,000 Ukrainian marines surrender in Mariupol (1:18) It’s plausible. The city is cut off.
An editor of The Economist interviews Zelenski in Kiev (18:03) The first 5-10 minutes is enough.
Who controls children’s education, parents or government? by Winsome Sears (2:36)
Buses of border-crossing migrants begin arriving in DC from Texas (8:01)
Trying to Survive in Prison as a First Time Offender || Joe Rogan(15:07) Intense.
Tuba Skinny very fresh recording from the streets of New Orleans (5:21), Hooray! More (5:22)

April 4/11/2022….
Get ready for the breakup or Russia (32:05) Too radical, too unexpected? So was USSR breakup.
Muscovites look prosperous A collection of street conversations.
Russian soldier looting a house connects via computer to its Ukrainian owner (3:37)
What is taboo in Russia on April 6, 2022? (2:17) Do you support Putin? (5:19)
Whitmer Kidnapping Plotters ACQUITTED, Jury Rebukes FBI’s ENTRAPMENT Scheme
El Salvador Arrests 6,000 Gang Members In 10 Days (3:07) Not all of them guilty, but…

April 4/8/2022….
Ukraine children's hospital (5:58) In 2017 Ukraine sniper tells… (7:43)
Tucker Carlson on gender-affirming chemical castration (30:47) Ukrainian fighter pilot reveals (7:14)
Inside China’s Zero Covid Camp (17:49) during Shanghai’s total lockdown April 2022.
Lieutenant Starsky reports the 1st day (2:30) Returning home after driving out the Russians (4:35)
Stories Of Survivors In The City Of Borodyanka After Its Liberation (3:43)

April 4/7/2022….
Putin pleads for public talks with Biden after Biden says Putin is a killer US News/Reuters a year ago
Joe Biden dared not debate Vladimir Putin (0:25) Created by me after orig. blocked. Now is war.
Send Donald Trump to make a deal with Putin! (3:04) My idea.
Putin's Road to War: Julia Ioffe | FRONTLINE (46:47) She knows the inside of Putin’s team. A+++.
A cornered Putin will begin with nuclear threats (17:15)
The Democrats have decided to replace Joe Biden (11:02) Tucker Carlson at FOX.
Ruins of Rome and ruins of Detroit (9:22) A philosophical tale, well told and well illustrated.
'Pay or Die': Meet a pregnant assassin from El Salvador (4:38) Extortion by a member of MS-13.
Elon Musk invests in Twitter (6:19) He must believe that Twitter is worth saving. Correct, I think.
Scientists don't want to INCRIMINATE SCIENCE with the Lab Leak Story (5:54) The Hill Rising  
Real Climate Science banned by Youtube. Author displayed old newspapers. He struggles to recoup.  
The Northwest Passage Opened by Climate Warming! Run in 1906 by a sailor with 12 hp motor.  
How Russia Will Die (23:07) Some facts and history that were new to me.  
The Corporate Media Tell Giant Lies. Do YOU insist on believing them? (34:51) GG has rescued leftists.  
Tech Monopolies are an arm of US government intent on controlling The Narrative (13:43) Hill.TV  
A contrary view by John Mearsheimer (8:05) You might hate him but I always cherish contrary views.  
Naked Capitalism solicits I read them and give them money. Here’s a good introduction for you.  
Eastern Ukraine is Russian speaking (24:06) An American living in the Russian side of Ukraine.  
Tell me a fact outside the Overton Window. OK, here’s one: “Black crime produces white racism.”  
For white-collar crime, read at Naked Capitalism.  
ESG=Environment, SocialJustice, Governance… EsgScore == Scam. says Kim Iverson at TheHill.

March 3/31/2022….  
War: Human Civilization Could Soon End (conflict with Putin) A page of links by me, Jon  
Tulsi Gabbard, Iraq veteran, ex-congresswoman, accuses Facebook of shadow banning her (4:12)  
Kim Iversen: US Media IGNORES Zelensky's Anti-Democratic CRACKDOWN On Dissent (14:46)

March 27/2022….  
Russians choose: Trump vs Biden (6:23) Enjoy!  
Ukraine hospital in Mykolaiv (21:32) Civilians near the front. Grim, very grim.  
The Dangers of the U.S.'s Use of Ukraine As a Proxy War An essential article by Glenn Greenwald  
На південному напрямку… (0:30) Guess what led up to this scene. See the viewers' presumptions.  
Steals Russian truck (0:38) Young Russian soldier (0:24) Captured soldier speaks to Grandma (1:59)  
Belarus's Ambassador Offered '30 Pieces Of Silver' As He Leaves Ukraine (1:04)  
Witnesses of war: UATV_English (2:43) Ukrainian Humvees In and After Combat (1:19)  
Taking Calls On Ukraine's Help Line For Russian Military Moms (4:05)  
Alleged "Anonymous" member says hackers successfully targeting Russia (4:10)  
Justin Trudeau Getting ROASTED by European Parliament (5:07)  
Al Jazeera asserts that North Korea can send multiple nuclear warheads anywhere into the USA (1:24)  
SO BLACK CULTURE IS A PROBLEM?! REACTION to THOMAS SOWELL(16:31)

March 25/2022….  
Katie Halper: The Azov Battalion is The Nazi Issue In Ukraine (11:54)  
How Kharkiv Is Resisting Russia’s Invasion (17:53) $42M Russian device captured (1:19)  
Soldier’s phone interception (1:04) NATO buildup on Belarus border (1:14) Hitler phones Putin (2:16)
Sniper position setup (0:10)  We buy your tank for $10k (1:19)  Chaos of war (2:47)
Letting Go of Kite to Save Your Life (6:54)

March 3/24/2022....
Ukraine TV (24/7)  Zelensky crushing dissent (8:19)  A monkey with a grenade  text
Breastfeeding During a Russian Attack (1:42)  Russian Lieutenant Colonel Captured (1:30)
Kazakhstanis React To Putin's War (15:55)  Young Russians describe Americans (4:49)
Ride with a Russian military convoy (1:33)  Cope cages on Russian tanks (3:14)  Tanks (0:31)
Young Russian "escapes" to Georgia (10:02)  Rents doubled.  Mariupol (0:48)
Opinion: "The Ukrainian Army Has Been Defeated. What's Left Is Mop-Up"  article & comments
Canadian Political Party quits YouTube because of censorship (2:52)
Who invented free speech, the Dutch or the English?  text
Toxic Pathologies in Liberal Discourse — Glenn Greenwald (44:05)  Slander has become normalized.
How to integrate your shadow self (10:26)  Jordan Peterson interviews popular author Robert Greene

March 3/19/2022....
Crime in Houston |  Tucker Carlson (11:39)
Lex Fridman statement (7:17)  Russian Priest Fined For Calling War In Ukraine A War (3:37)
Devastating Ukraine's Mariupol center - BBC News (5:39)  Empty baby strollers in the street (1:52)
Understanding Putin |  Gatestone Institute.  I got ⅔ of the way thru this long article of many views.
Romney's "Treason" Smear of Tulsi Gabbard is False and Noxious, But Now It Typifies U.S. Discourse.
Western aspiring parents who hire surrogate mothers in Ukraine have war problems.  Article.
Ladies drive past a smashed Russian supply convoy in eastern Ukraine (1:32)
Destroyed Russian armored column (4:03)  Russians towing damaged helicopters (1:04)
Elon Musk Explains Why We Are Entering A Horrific Crisis Due To Russia (8:16)
The best thing you can do is teach people to write (1:07:27)  Jordan Peterson
Pushing the biggest lie in American history. Were you a believer? Still do?  Article by Glenn Greenwald.
Hogwarts gameplay (14:44)

March 3/16/2022....
War Porn : The Daily Unseen:  A(1:04)  B(1:19)  C(1:00)
Media PLEADS With White House For War With Russia. Peace Talks SHOVED Aside (11:14)
The truth about Neo-Nazis in Ukraine (17:42)  Informative.  I watched the whole thing.
Babylon Bee : Satire Writers Unable To Keep Up With Reality (3:35)

My biking buddy tries out a recumbent trike.  Here is his first 30 seconds.  Moldaw folks need these!
Family e-trike (2:14).  The first of about five models.  I watched them all.  One for commuters (4:48)
March 3/14/2022….
Automatic shift for bicycles (3:18). I have test ridden it at The Bike Connection on a Gazelle bike. To understand Enviolo continuous-variable gears, you should first understand Planetary gears (4:53). Enviolo automatic shift available for e-Trikes at Triot in Salt Lake City. Here’s Henry for the first time on trike with stick shift. (On bikes, old people need an automatic shift.)

March 3/13/2022….
Here’s how I predicted the Ukraine war a week in advance. Pro-Russian thread on the war. Anti-Ukrainian thread Ron Unz forces pro- and anti-Russian threads together. Maturity hospital bombed. Big crater (5:24) Bomber pilot shot down, captured, confesses (1:15) Reliable news bumped off Youtube (13:42) Congress demands media eliminate “fake news” The philosophy of the Left and the philosophy of the Right (2:00) Succinct. Worth remembering. Ukrainian civilians trying to escape (5:03) A protestor in Russia (4:31) US biowarfare labs around the world (4:17)? Me: The labs think they are “doing science.” They are. Elon Musk offers a seductive new ability, that could split humanity. (16:42) Have fun. Share with kids.

March 3/9/2022
Tulsi Gabbard: Our military complex wants this war to continue (6:37) Javelin missile striking a tank (0:11) Another Russian Jet shot down by Ukraine Army Surface to Air Missile over Kharkiv (1:26) Ukrainian forces hit a Russian warship near the Odessa Port (1:30) Warship, not a battleship! Belarus military quits invasion demoralized by defections and resignations will not join Ukraine war (1:30) Russian airstrike on a maternity hospital (5:24) The 40-mile-long Russian convoy is worse than you think (20:54) Ukrainian drones from Turkey destroy Russian surface-to-Air Missile Systems (1:19) not clear Ukrainians distribute man-held anti-tank weapons using family automobiles (1:02) Ukrainian cities unknown to us are comparable in size to well-known western cities (2:53) Wider- and longer-range view of Putin’s options (5:53) WION is news and opinions from India. Persian Gulf leaders decline Joe Biden’s phone calls (5:16) WION is news and opinions from India. Secret bio-labs in Ukraine? Sounds preposterous, but the evidence is strong!! (16:26) Xi Jinping delivers his strongest statement on Russia-Ukraine conflict (2:54)

March 3/8/2022
Russians are bombarding multiple dozens of hospitals, schools, and apartments in Ukraine. Anti-war…
Tulsi Gabbard: This could have been avoided (3:47)
Arms delivery to Ukraine | Biggest Batch Ever Delivered (1:35)
OMINOUS Warnings Of NATO-Provoked War Given For DECADES – Kim Iverson (16:58)
Will we have 25 years of war with Russia? (23:33)  Hear Tucker Carlson, even if you hate him.

Pro-war…
Huge Russian Military Convoy Destroyed in Kherson Region (1:06)
Ukraine Bayraktar TB2 Drones Strike and Destroy Russian Convoys (1:45)
Ukraine Armed Forces Capture TOS-1A Thermobaric Rocket Launcher (1:48)
Ukraine Armed Forces are Using NLAW to Destroy Russian Tanks (1:41)
Elon Musk supplies Ukraine with many satellite WiFi+battery+solar (8:04)
280 Russian Tanks Destroyed by Ukraine Using US Javelin Missile (1:33)
SecState A.Blinken says NATO countries have the "green light" to send fighter jets to Ukraine (6:54)
14 Howitzers destroyed (1:04)

Mothers cry…
Radio Free Europe: Mothers cry (2:51)
Assessing the Russian Military Campaign in Ukraine (57:33)  Center for Strategic International Studies
Hoover Institution (Stanford U)  Historical Conversations: Russia vs. Ukraine (1:00:49)
Jimmy Dore Show: Ukraine Neo-Nazis Infiltrate EVERY LEVEL Of Military & Government (25:48)
Jimmy Dore Show: US/NATO Provoked Ukraine War Say Most Experts On Russia (34:38)
Russian jet in Ukraine taken down by old Russian hand-held IR surface-to-air missile (0:31)
Germany to supply 2700 old Russian-made anti-aircraft missiles to Ukraine (6:00)
Historian Yuval Noah Harari gives context on the Russian invasion (49:37)
Former US ambassador to Russia: Vladimir Putin changing strategy of Ukraine invasion (28:13)
Turkish UAVs Bayraktar TB2 deployed to Ukraine (1:25)
BATTLE UPDATE: Russia Grabs BIG Victory.    Kiev Convoy STALLS (12:35)
FOX  Glenn Greenwald: RussiaGate and US weapons manufacturers (3:24)
Historian at Yale explains How the United States Created Vladimir Putin (1:53:03)  Watch 34 minutes.
What Vladimir Putin thinks of Donald Trump (2:05)
Fighting at Ukrainian nuclear power plant. Kamala Harris sent to Europe (10:48)  Tucker Carlson
Vladimir Putin challenges Biden to public conversation (2:51)  US gets new $100B nuclear weapon

Censorship…
Vaccine danger — publicist Steve Kirsch at Substack, Blocked at MIT (2) (3)  Lab leak….  Climate Science skeptic banned from YouTube.  Here he is.
Youtube censors “The Hill” (25:11)  This disturbs me. I, Jon Claerbout, found many other examples.
Elon Musk: We want to become a multi planet species (8:19)

February
We thought he would be our bastard. Then he became his own bastard. -by “I was there.”
Tulsi Gabbard: Ukraine disaster could have been easily avoided (3:47)
Tucker: Biden broke the oldest rule of all: “Don’t make threats you can't back up.”(12:00)
Kim Iversen Debunks FAKE Russia-Ukraine War Videos Spread Widely On Social Media (12:31)
Glenn Greenwald: War makes us unable to think clearly. Happened before. Happening now. (1:29:43)
Krystal Ball: Obama Doomed the Dem Party with the Working Class (8:40)
BOMBSHELL: Biden IGNORED Military Calls To Evacuate Afghanistan Earlier (12:45)
Homelessness in Seattle: What percent of Unhoused are on Drugs? She knows. She tells. (12:32)
A thoughtful analysis of the Canadian truckers’ protest would benefit the Left (15:39)
Durham Reveals Clinton’s Lawyers Spied on President Trump (20:37) Unreliable after (15:30).
Before his life-changing direction, Glenn Greenwald kept ignoring Edward Snowden Rolling Stone mag
Democrats want Julian Assange imprisoned because of his 2016 reporting on Hillary/DNC (9:43) GG
Life in the Taliban’s Afghanistan (44:06) (Unsuitable for US television.)
Today's pandemic public response resembles the smallpox epidemic of 1885 Steve Kirsch substack
The most epic fights in science (15:42). Sabine Hossenfelder
Ted Cruz Grills Biden Nominee (11:50) See why the Democrats fear and hate Ted Cruz.
CNN: Vladimir Putin Speaks in English (1:33) He’s trying to sell something.
Julian Assange is a heroic dissident and a visionary: that's why they hate him (9:27) GG
Not boarding the Titanic, boarding instead the Lucania (4:59) refurbished video from 1901.
Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin versus the USA — historian presents at the Hoover Institution (1:01:27)
Angry Canadian truckers: wild Tucker Carlson (14:34) sober Canadian Jordan Peterson (1:03:39)
Doggerland (8:34) Human prehistory beneath the North Sea. Kayleigh (29:13) More Kayleigh
Black men speak of guns: Murder in the Capitol (5:13) I will protect myself (9:30)
Democrats Are Pressuring Companies to Censor For Them: a Violation of First Amendment (27:33)
Johns Hopkins big literature review: Lockdowns hardly cut Covid mortality: conclusions p. 40-43
Dr. John Campbell replies to the Johns Hopkins economists' study (21:10) cost-benefit (old)
The Idiocy of the Average, and why it matters by Anatoly Karlin article at Unz.com
Censorship is the religion of “Liberals” in the US. Joe Rogan is the most recent target. GG substack
The Opponents of U.S. Intervention Are Traitors! That’s the Neocon primary tactic. GG substack

January 1/30/2022
Covid deaths and VAXing deaths — Unz Review  Ron Unz reviews the RFKjr book.

Rumble.com  GG Greenwald  Taibbi  Bongino  Steve Kirsch  Cannot be blocked by US actors.

The Mysterious Life of George Soros | A Documentary part 1 (30:00)

Batya Ungar-Sargon: The Culture War Is Really A CLASS War That Keeps The Poor POOR (11:13)

Exiled Chinese Billionaire Uses YouTube To Wage A War On Corruption (7:58)

Hawaii Diver Swims With Record Breaking Largest Great White Shark (5:44)

Proof that Fauci & Collins COLLUDED To Smear Scientists, SHUT DOWN Scientific Debate (10:36)

Airplane near-crashes  5 cases  Etihad/Airbus  loaded 747 Athens city

White Girl Bleed A Lot, a book you cannot buy today for less than $199.99

HIV causes AIDS, or does it?  Nobel Prize winners say otherwise!

Why Blacks Reject Tough Policing - Robert Weissberg @UnzReview

Current Crime Wave reviewed by Batya Ungar-Sargon (10:47)

You are opposed to war in Ukraine?  “Traitorous!” says MSNTV.  Substack article by GG

What happened to acid rain?  (10:27).

 Genome=6Gb, Brain=80Gb, so how does the brain build itself?  Stanford is working on it.  Yay!

DNA animations for Science-Art exhibition (7:19)  No wonder it took 4 billion years to make us!

Copy number variation and the secret of life (53:34)  Evolution beyond SNPs, A++  Xmas

Deep contemporary salience:  Are Vaccine Passports A Threat? (1:35:54)  A+++ 

Viruses and vaccines | Vincent Racaniello (3:28:40)  Interview with top researcher  A++. 

San Fransicko:  Why Progressives Ruin Cities (book. I read it.)  Youtube (47:09)  A+ 

Tucker Carlson: We’re watching civilization collapse in real time (15:46)  homeless murderers

MORE FBI 'Double Agents' REVEALED In Whitmer Plot | Breaking Points  (6:06)

D.I.E. must DIE:  Professor Jordan Peterson resigns University of Toronto (18:45)  Transcript

Create the Coronavirus?  DARPA declined Wuhan's proposal (12:34).  Hotter than a Lab Leak theory!

The JWSTelescope cost $10B.  Soros gave $18B to politicians (23:31).  He funds lenient prosecutors.

Israeli vaccine passports (green pass) phasing out.  Regretting school closures. (31:07)

Marriane Williamson ran in Democratic Party presidential race in 2020 (1:03:57)  Give her 30 seconds.

Dead from taking the vaccine! (19:51)  Steve Kirsch.  Rumble.com outside the US cannot be blocked.


Let’s do a Google search for current images fitting Homicide arrests  A source of white racism?


Jordan Peterson: Pandemic policy is driven by opinion polls, not by science. (9:45)

JJ Thomson Cathode Ray Tube Experiment: the Discovery of the Electron (10:37)

Tucker Carlson explains the dangers of government censorship of political opinion. (13:24)

5 Terrifying Close Calls Caught On Camera (14:31)

Elon Musk Is Quietly Building Giant Lithium Production and Refining (8:35)

Jordan Peterson rants on Woke Education and tells us our goal (10:41)
Congressman Jim Jordan (R) rants against the Dems (2:12)  Hear how the Reps see the Dems.
Saagar Enjeti explains Covid restriction skepticism (6:31)
See stars orbiting our galaxy’s black hole (1:49)
Joe Rogan interviews Dr Robert Malone (21:55)  (Malone invented mRNA.)  Rebuttal (9:17)
Where did ‘weird’ Omicron come from? article in Science Magazine.  Another Lab Leak?
Dave Schweidenback founded Pedals For Progress.  He recounts building his charity (1:06:59)
Robert W Malone “invented” the vaccine for Covid.  Now he publishes against it with this for example.
Arrested DEA Informant Who Financed Haiti Plot Says US APPROVED Of Taking Out President (9:22)
Senator Cruz Asks FBI Asst Director: 'How Many FBI Agents Were Confidential' at Jan. 6 Riot? (6:47)
FBI snubs congress. (6:47)  If I were a Republican senator, I’d vote to cut the FBI budget by 50%.
GOP Oversight Cmte Releases Emails Showing Fauci CONCEALED Lab Leak Info (12:14)
Orangutang driving a golf cart at a zoo (4:06)  One minute is enough.
Federal judge orders FDA to quickly release all Pfizer vaccine data— NOT wait decades (3:02)
Tesla Gigafactory Austin Texas, Day 536 - 1/9/22 (12:12)  The first minute gives you the point.
Biden’s Lawyer Presses Vaccine Mandate on Justice Clarence Thomas (3:43)  Needs your comment!
Device solves a Rubik’s Cube in 4/10th of a second (0:31)
Jordan Peterson — Intelligence, the subject we are all pained to speak about (11:22)
The Upcoming Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) (16:24)  40 meters vrs JWST=13 meters
The Boring Company 2022 Update (14:28)  Sadly, so far it’s disappointing.
The Histrionics and Melodrama Around 1/6 Are Laughable  GG substack.  Does link work for you?
Lex Fridman statement against lockdowns (3:46)
Lex Fridman to talk to Jordan Peterson about the role of religion (3:43)
Winter Colorado wildfires (1:50).  Extinguished by snowfall! (2:21)
Why Nissan CVTs fail (19:41)  CVT= Continuously Variable Transmission
Joe Rogan wiping up the legacy media (7:08)  Joe Rogan on US vs China (8:54)  HOT
GG: WhyTrump Refused to Pardon Snowden and Assange (27:05)
13 million people in Xi’an, China in severe Covid lockdown (11:52)
Myocarditis/Pericarditis risk of Covid vaccine = 1/2000; Kaiser data matches European data (5:09)
Link to Google Earth  Google Earth tutorial (2:59),
The engineering of carbon fiber airplanes (31:47)
The origins of California’s homeless problem (6:26)
Sacramento DA:  The Impact Of Proposition 47 on Crime In California (27:36)
Elon Musk: Best form of government on Mars | Lex Fridman (7:26)
Elon Musk: Self-driving is way harder than I thought (12:25)
Elon Musk Drops A BOMBSHELL on Elizabeth Warren’s Corruption (10:28)
How James Webb’s Deployments MUST Work (19:08)
"We must become a multi-planetary species. It’s not going to be easy," says Elon Musk (10:04)
Illegals FL-->DC,DL. 79% Omicrons fully vaccinated. Facebook confesses fake fact-check. (20:02)
December 2021

…..

The Epidemic of Prosecutorial Abuse -- Glenn Greenwald Interviews Raj Rajaratnam (1:13:43)
Capitol rioter Scott Fairlamb sentenced to 3.5 years in prison for punching police (3:06)
Epoch Times: Hong Kong Printing Press - Our Press Was Just Torched (2:31)
Elon Musk Exposes Senator Elizabeth Warren's Corruption (9:37)
Patel predicts Durham probe will lead to indictments 'at the top' in coming months (5:28)
Kim Iversen: Emails REVEAL Fauci & Collins Smear Scientists, SHUT DOWN Scientific Debate (10:36)
Panic in China:  Housing market collapse (24:09)  Unemployment might reach 300 million (20:51)
Veritasium: The Most Powerful Computers You've Never Heard Of (20:12)
Ayaan Hirsi Ali:  Wokeness is a gift to Islamism (34:26)
Matt Taibbi:  The Democrats' Education Lunacies Will Bring Back Trump  Substack article
What makes Lagrange points special locations (13:30)  Scott Manley
The Epoch Times:  Lost mail-in ballots.  Kids wearing masks in school
2021's Breakthroughs in Neuroscience (8:55)
CIA Covered up child sex crimes to protect secrets : Krystal and Saagar (6:01)
UnHerd with Bari Weiss (ex-NYT reporter) (28:44)
6091 fully-vaccinated cruise passengers suffer massive outbreak (2:30)
Polls reveal shift in Hispanic voter support (FOX) (6:29)
LUVOIR Mission | This is what comes after James Webb
Odds increase that SARS CoV-2 was Lab Made (43:29)
Ivermectin, Mexico, Peru, India (24:39)
How to (quickly) build a cycling city — Paris (13:00)
Tide Turning on Wokeness: What to do next | Dave Rubin (20:24)
The uncontrolled border December 21.
Covid in South Africa today  Google search.
UnHerd  Omicron is soon peaking in South Africa..
Omicron spreads rapidly.  Deaths minuscule.  Peak Prosperity
Why South Africans are refusing the vaccine (and much more about S.A.) (26:36)
Ivermectin in Japan, dr John Campbell
Ransom paid with bitcoin
Kidnapping  The Economist
COVID mandate protest in Italy.
COVID mandates protest flyover in Brisbane Australia (1:05).  How many people are in this crowd?
Trump’s Truth Social, what will it be?
Unindicted co-conspirators.

McWhorter & Andrew Yang on battling power differentials.

James Lindsey: Critical Pedagogy.

A comedian tells you, “Don’t hate your neighbor.”

The middle class and why is it disappearing?

John McWhorter on Woke Racism | Forward with Andrew Yang

RFKjr anti-Fauci speech in Milan

Texas Takes Unprecedented Action As Its Governor Unveils State-Built Border Wall

Europe Faces Quadrupling Price for Natural Gas

MBARI’s Top 10 deep-sea animals

'Woke Racism' tackles anti-racism, performative action and its effect on Black Americans

Florida Governor DeSantis Rips 'Wokeness' And Critical Race Theory

AMAZING CHAINSAW wood carving, Native American girl with horse and eagle

12 Copies Of One Galaxy Appeared In Space!

Matt Taibbi: Yes, The Deep State Does Exist, And It's LIBERALS Who Are Doing Its Bidding

Glenn Greenwald: How Democrats Started to Control the Internet

6 charged with hate crimes in robberies targeting Asians

Glenn Greenwald: Watch as NBC Tells 4 Lies in a Two-Minute Clip

CNN Producer INDICTED For Child Sex Grooming, Media Ignores

Saagar Enjeti: CNN’s COMING WAR On Independent Media

Why the Biden DOJ's Prosecution of Assange is the Greatest Press Freedom Threat in Years (8:23)

Leftist Glenn Greenwald lectures to the libertarian Mises Institute (44:35)

Our leaders have been lying to us (5:06)

WaPo: Elizabeth Warren and Donna Brazile both agree the 2016 Dem primary was rigged

GG: A grave injustice: Prosecutors leaking to the media (Assange, Trump, Gaetz, Lula DaSilva)

Saagar Enjeti: Elon Musk, Tesla Have A BIG China Problem (6:27)

Nacht article on “Red Covid” is sloppy data analysis

10 things that happen when an economy collapses (15:10)

A youtube search “Hillary lawyer indicted”=>CBS,Forbes,NBC,FOX,Brand

Substack/Greenwald

The Island of the Last Surviving Mammoths (8:45)

Creepy!

Neuralink: Elon Musk presents his brain chip business (14:06)

Introduction

Neuralink: Elon Musk presents his brain chip business (1:12:45)

Recruiting advertisement.

Why are we so divided? Answer by Newsweek editor Batya Ungar-Sargon (7:57).

GG: Kyle Rittenhouse trial was the opposite of popular press (47:54)

Creepy!
Open borders? Bernie Sanders view (1:43)
FBI Informants Committed THOUSANDS Of Crimes (5:47) Unindicted co-conspirators
Troll farms alter Facebook: MIT Tech Review Slashdot
Steve Kirsch thinks the Covid vaccination causes prion disease
Saagar Enjeti: Media IGNORES Ghislaine Maxwell Trial As the Powerful Slip Away (6:19)
Osmosis, a many particle mechanical process (5:50)
Collapse Beckons, by Charles Hugh Smith (one page) Let's hope he is wrong.
Joe Rogan interview: What China's Crackdown on Algorithms foretells for the US (8:29) social credit
Under Taliban, Kabul's drug addicts forced into withdrawal (2:50)
Russian Sonic Microwave Attack is Psychosomatic: or Crickets? (27:54) Or physics? (14:23)
Plastic cannot be recycled (in practice) (8:45) Too much material diversity. Insignias worthless.
WaPo: Nothing is More Dangerous Than Allowing State the Power to Regulate Fake News (1:43)
Andrew Yang: Forward Party Aims To Take Down The Duopoly with 2022 Ballot Initiatives (15:18)
FBI tearing apart a news office and arresting a journalist (55:39)
Tim Pool rants against FBI taking down journalists, then collaborating with NYT (3:54)
Obama&Biden Oval Office Meeting 1/5/2017 Was Key To Entire Anti-Trump Operation Federalist
NPR goes racist! (8:48) They wanted a black-race Boston mayor, not a Chinese one.
Kim Iverson: Are Democrats losing the working class? (13:09)
Newsweek editor: The Washington Post confesses to bad reporting (7:57)
Protein Folding, principles and disease (23:10) I will watch it again.
Homeless encampments in CA, what should be done? What can be done? (36:16)
Andrew Yang promotes a new party, the Forward Party (15:18) I might send him more money!
Looking back on Adam Schiff (10:08)
Mueller finds no Trump collusion with Russia (American Bar Assn article, Trump didn’t collude)
El Camino de la muerte, Bolivia (15:25)
Covid Conversations Roundtable - Dr. Robert Malone and eight others (45:52)
Virginia’s new lieutenant governor: As seen by FOX. As seen at CNN. As seen by MSNBC.
Tulsi Gabbard: The source of far left's darkness (4:41) Bonhoeffer's theory of stupidity (5:59)
Glenn Greenwald: Steele Dossier COLLAPSES To Media SILENCE (14:45)
Russian gets a Nobel Peace prize, challenges Vladimir Putin. Putin replies (8:06)
Why Are Democrats Not Protesting the Biden DOJ Over Lack of 1/6 Insurrection Charges? (27:02)
A congressman denigrating the $trillian bill (3:48) Canadian nuclear power (9:50)
How white students view black voters (4:23) Entertaining conclusion, but too little data to convince.
Trump’s not the problem. He’s a symbol of four greater issues (6:49) Thoughtful. Koch.
Four Russian country girls sing (1:19) Sweet. A delightful guide to Russia
Terraforming Mars in Just 3 Simple Steps! (10:03) by Sabine Hossenfelder
Bill Gates Digital ID Will Control Your Life (33:39)  a comedian with a dead-serious message
Joe Biden: How does the right wing see him? (0:25)  25 seconds, the last few are maybe faked?
San Fransicko: Why Progressives Ruin Cities (Amazon book)  I’ve reserved it at the PA library.
Jordan Peterson - Describes Women's Hottest Sexual Fantasy (3:55)  “You’re blushing.”
Putin: Wokness is Dismantling The West: It came first to Russia during the Bolsheviks!  (6:13)  (9:52)

October 2021

The 50 occasions that MSNBC underhandedly screwed Andrew Yang
Glenn Greenwald debut on Rumble (a Canadian free-speech platform copied to youtube (1:26:25))
Video of USA map of COVID prevalence (1:30)
I found some Afghan kids in Chicago  (Propublica article)
General Flynn’s persecution:  Judicial Watch (7:02)  Trey Gowdy (7:04)
Who wants Congress to spend $2 trillion on the economy?  The bankers!  It’s like 2008 (11:10)
Whitehouse general Mike Flynn attacked by FBI (wiki)  FOX (6:20)  Hill (7:49)  Comedian (50:49)
Flynn invites GRU/KGB to come to the US to meet NSA chief James Clapper.  Clapper declines.
What’s going on at the border? (10:01)  DemocraticStrategist vs TheFederalist  worthwhile
The Mountain of Data Showing How Authoritarian Democrats Have Become (36:19)
A Republican railing against Jan 6 committee (5:30)  Justice Dept report+cases.  JusticeDept data.
Congress's abusive 1/6 Committee is unconstitutional.  A long article by Glenn Greenwald.
Is CNN Getting Cash for putting up puff pieces for the UAE Dictatorship? (7:09)  FOX
Giant BlackRock surges as 20% of households lose all savings during Pandemic (6:14)  Sad.
How Lionfish Took over Cyprus' Underwater World (8:15)
Merck’s COVID pill seems to work but could be high risk (8:44)
Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard (Dem) & 2x Iraq veteran:  Tech oligarchs  Biden deceptions.
Natural immunity 13x better than Pfizer:  Reader (9:34)  Israeli article.
Elon Musk to build a factory in Russia (10.00)  Clickbait, but a possibility.
It’s hard to listen to the other side, and why we should (10:14)  Jordan Peterson & Africa Brooke
During the Great Awokening, White-Black NAEP Test Score Gap Grew by 20%  (Steve Sailer article)
China’s XiJinping follows Wang Huning’s claims N.S.Lyons. (article)  What do you think?
The global fertility crisis (25:14)  Sperm counts are down.  Why?  Important!
Why the Leftists Hate Jordan Peterson (0:29)  Masai Woman Builds Beautiful Home (4:48)
Baby octopuses hunting (3:45)
Elon Musk being really savage (10:02)
Australians ridiculing the US president (2:11)  US vice president ridiculed by the British (1:53)
Cheetahs meowing like house cats (0:32).
Border wall contracts canceled (5:55)
Elon Musk on why he hates Joe Biden (2:01)
In middle school: Boys fight. Girls cancel. Article links “Cancel culture” to middle-school behavior
Will the Deep State be able to cancel Merck Pharmaceutical? (14:02)
A Russian Sonic Microwave Attack turns out to be Cricket Mating Sounds (27:54)
Biden’s former border chief makes stunning claims (10:37)
Three arrested for dozens of Asian-lady mugging/robberies local news
Democrats and Media Do Not Want to Weaken Facebook. Just grab its power to censor (article)
How Drug Gangs Actually Work (12:30) by a British undercover agent
Greenpeace’s Ex-President Reacts to Lies by David Attenborough and the BBC (9:57)
The Great Barrier Reef is recovering (Australian government website)
Obama, Clinton, Biden, Comey, Brennan, McCabe, Strzok, Clapper, FBI, DOJ, CIA, State. They all knew.
Remember the Russian spy we put in solitary confinement? (14:29) She’s a cutie. Later.
YouTube: The REAL Reason Why Tesla Made All Patents Open-Source...
Does Elon Musk Pay Taxes? He Opens up in a New Interview... He pays 53%.
Elon Musk: We should aim to increase the scope and scale of human civilization (10:02)
Case Against Julian Assange Falls Apart, as Key Witness Says He Lied to Get Immunity (8:41)
YouTube: Assange Kidnapping Plot Sheds New Light On COMPLICITY Of Congress (10:06)
In his homeland newspaper, A key witness admits to lies in his indictment against Julian Assange

September 2021

Marine JAILED While Generals Play BLAME GAME, Take No Accountability (13:54)
FBI Presence CONFIRMED In Storming Of Capitol On January 6 (10:09)
FBI involvement on Jan 6 (1:24:26) Unindicted co-conspirators had a leadership role.
Russell Brand "Canceled" For Telling Truth About RussiaGate & Hillary (19:18)
Racist Club Trilogy (x) humor by the Babylon Bee
YaleU approved randomized trial: 342000+ adults in 60 villages: Masks have little value (article)
Media COVERUP Of Hunter Biden THREATENS Democracy (10:47)
Enjoyment for bird lovers of all kinds (12:20)
Thresholds of catastrophe in earth's carbons system (1:30:52) for serious scientists only.
A 27-year-old gives $1 BILLION (not Million!) to charity. The interview explains (3:02:00)
Corruption in the Olympic Committee holds back history from athletes and the public (4:10)
CIA/Media Fraud, a Definitive Account by Glenn Greenwald (1:07:18).
Border problem, why? (10:42) Haitians respond to Biden’s policies
FBI complicit in sex crimes of pedophile rapist (9:55) (Tulsi=Tulsi=congresswoman w/ two terms in Iraq)
Ten-year anniversary of “Occupy Wall Street” (article at Naked Capitalism. They were there).
A biological woman attempting to keep trans persons out of women’s sports (3:54)
How and when did the Ashkenazim come to be?   The article.   The author.
ABC news: 13,000 Haitians crowd the Texas border (2:01)
New indictment in Russiagate scandal (8:26)   She summarizes in the first two minutes.
Pentagon lies repeatedly, caught this once by NYT (16:24)
Edward Snowden on protecting your cyber security (10:31)
70 female Gymnasts blame the FBI for 70 more assaults (13:21)
Dixieland music by TubaSkinny (5:36)
Senator Ted Cruz (R,TX) at the border (2:06).   Fox News on the border (12:15)
Growth of the great awokening.  Awoken is defined with data showing it’s all Democrats.
Go browse at Substack.   Lots of free samples from all over the political spectrum.
Mathematica Introduction and Overview (Wolfram Language) (10:23)
24 hours at Burning Man in 2015-16 (1:41:52)   My slides from 2009
Steve Wozniak in the early days of Apple (1:06:55)
Gen. Milley Reportedly Called China AFRAID Trump Would Start A WAR (12:32)
Saagar Enjeti: Never forget the criminals of 9/11 (8:24) (Lies leading to Bush’s Iraq war.)
Tucker Carlson: Most shocking thing I learned while working at CNN. (9:30)
Why is it so difficult to give people money? (1:00:55)
What is mold, and why does it love bread? (9:15)
Elon Musk: The terrifying collapse in world population (12:07)
A whale saved my life (9:53)
Why journalism is broken (1:00:15)   (GG)
Should the populist left work with the populist right? GG (1:52:46)

Founders not happy with the way their organizations have gone:
   Wikipedia co-founder no longer trusts Wikipedia (31:51)
   ACLU= American Civil Liberties Union (2:19) over-rules its leader of 1978-2001
   Greenpeace: Patrick Moore (24:38) cofounder values “CO2= plant food”
   Google: What happened to its founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin? (10:21)

August 2021
Obama alum traps Edward Snowden In Moscow, then lies about It (13:19)
The genius of 3-D printed rockets (19:58)
Hunter Biden Lost ANOTHER LAPTOP — Here’s What’s On It (11:17)
The bizarre refusal to apply cost-benefit analysis to covid policy (30:57)
Rand Paul predicted the Afghan debacle a decade ago (10:05)
Serpenza: Mainland China’s worst social problem (31:41)  Like NYC?
Wikipedia co-founder no longer trusts Wikipedia (31:51)
Secret Big Tech Contracts With NSA, DOD Should SCARE You (10:25)
“Feathers,” a play by Diane Claerbout performed at Moldaw (51:53)
$850,000 kidnapping ransom paid in bitcoin (0:44)
FBI orchestrates the kidnapping attempt of the Michigan governor (4:20)

July 2021

China: Escape from a flooding tunnel (14:11)
Turkey builds a wall to stop Afghan influx (2:05)
Inside Europe’s worst slum (16:42)  Roma (gypsy) in Slovakia
Farmers use donkeys instead of weapons (9:32)
Bitcoin $850,000 ransom paid (0:45)
South Africa white poverty (26:01)  South Africa 2021 riots (4:34)
Genomic prediction (of your IVF baby)  a company website for better babies!
Air traffic controller life at Atlanta (9:47)  two planes a minute
Political news blocked by Youtube -- the Jan 6 Capitol riots (9:07)  by Matt Taibbi (wiki)
Mysterious ancient technologies (16:34)
Jan 6: Exploiting Police emotions for partisan gain (20:47)  Glenn Greenwald (Wikipedia)
Chess hustlers (9:33)  Watch this for ten seconds. You’ll watch longer!
China floods: Officially 53 deaths.  Independent reports about 50,000 dead (17:46)
USA maps of interest (14:13)  the first of a series from Geography King
The collapsing state of the American Empire | Chris Hedges (12:21)
Huge crater collapse Iceland (0:32)
Government, taxes, banks, corruption, and cryptocurrency | John McAfee (31:03)
Jordan Peterson on How to Correct Someone (3:56)  GREAT!
Eric Cartman | Slaveowner (2:01)  comic humor
The truth about highly successful people | Jordan Peterson (2:36)
An Ecuadorian wins 1st in the bicycle race in the Olympics in Japan (6:35)
Iceland volcano today (5:21)  good sight and sound today
East coast media vs West coast tech (1:39:20)  Balaji, Saagar, and Marshall Kosloff
Balaji Srinivasan: All tasks. You earn bitcoin.  Index to videos.
China: Keiser: Once discredited, blocked everywhere (24:43)  Gerald Celente (13:33)
Cute sugar glider flies to owner’s hand (1:00)
You fly 250mph in an RC glider (8:28)  See the pilot at (2:17).  Explanation of 448mph  USAF  How.
Who concocted the plot to kidnap Michigan Governor Whitmer, the FBI?  (Wikipedia GGreenwald)
American liberals misunderstand where power actually lies (4:43)
Top 20 places in Utah you need to visit (14:19)
Learn to use an Electric flying surfboard (5:41) It’s cheaper now.
Compare Biology Neural nets to Artificial Neural Nets (54:10) book: Self-assembling brain
How to understand the manual vs automatic bike hub (Youtube eBike sellers have not.)
ANTI-VAX BLOCKED: View A is blocked at Youtube. Youtube for it but not find it: B
Snowden: This is an industry that should not exist (4:16) It targets journalists.
Quantum Physics for beginners (14:38) I’ll be watching this a few more times ( ;-|)
I looked for South African riots and found beautiful Massai dancers (2:39) Not so pretty today.
Snowden: How NSA tracks you going down the street (10:03).
WallStreetBets: Short selling: I led the gang who beat Wall Street (48:29).
Black Lives Matter: Leaders and followers interviewed (17:13)

Earlier

American Civil Liberties Union, then and now (2:19) by ACLU former leader (1978-2001)
Why we hate one another thanks to Michael Avenatti (a convicted criminal) (6:29)
Humanity 100,000 years ago (video will begin in its last 90 seconds---very sweet).
A million have crossed into Texas. Our military planes distribute them FOX (5:31)
How to understand Trump voters (recommended article)
Dig around and find an article you like at Substack
Sackler family to preserve much of their family estate article at Naked Capitalism.
NSA is illegally tracking Tucker Carlson at FOX News he says (12:49).
Six year old plays at Carnegie Hall (3:03)
Reining in Big Tech -- Glenn Greenwald (31:03)

Earlier

Designer babies become a reality article at Substack
How dangerous are solar storms? (11:27)
Search "China tofu buildings. Sample result (8:56)
White Salmon River after dam removal (13:29)
Newsletters Dig around and find an author you like at Substack.
Republicans, here’s how to beat Democrats article by AstralCodex10
US fossil fuel usage was the lowest in three decades article
The human bottleneck [implication (5:27)], Is it really so? Lake Toba 11 June 2019

The most dangerous man in America (Ellsberg + Pentagon papers) (trailer) (2:27)

Miami Surfside Collapse, the engineer's drawing sequence (2:22).

Elon Musk lives in a $50,000 home, his only home (5:20)
The US president versus the US intelligence community (0:26)
Who are we keeping at Guantanamo? (1:35:27)
The failures of our top general (7:43)

Still earlier

Vladimir Putin begs Joe Biden for a joint public conversation (2:51). Our new nuclear weapon (article)

“I warned you. They want to take over.” Edward Snowden (10:04)
This is way more serious than you think (10:03) | Elon Musk

Julian Assange | documentary from Germany (42:32)
FBI role on January 6: The Proud Boys leader is a past FBI informant (article, Glenn Greenwald)

John McAfee: “Decentralized Exchanges are Coming (10:48).” Jon: “Wow!” Dead! crazy life

Vladimir Putin plays and sings, “Blueberry Hill.” (4:29)
Everyone must know this -- Edward Snowden (10:04)
“Toxic Pathologies in Liberal Discourse (44:05), explained by Glenn Greenwald


Life at the bottom (1:55:00) by Jordan Peterson and Theodore Dalrymple

MOOC=MassiveOpenOnlineCourse Non-profit MOOC built by Harvard and MIT sold to a for-profit org.

Woke generals? The Culture War is a distraction from things that really matter (5:53)

Israel confronts anti-blackness (54:44)

Jordan Peterson: Are you the kind of person other people like to play with? (7:48)

Saagar Reveals How China BOUGHT the Bush, Clinton, and Biden families (6:25)

Still valuable

McAfee, a software tycoon, was found dead in his cell (tax charge). Suicide claimed. (5:23)

Self-driving bicycles coming soon (1:54) released on April first

A field of wind turbines was demolished (2:01) They were fully depreciated after 15 years of use.

A new bike bridge for me (0:53). Hooray!

Ivermectin is a cheap antiviral that's proven effective against Covid. Available off-label.

Charles Murray: Ruling class must accept race differences -- or else disaster. book review

Glenn Lowry and Charles Murray, “The coming race backlash (15:33)."
Death of mainstream media

Krystal & Saagar beat the NYT! Freeze and read the screen at (0:14). Not today. Update to recheck.
Enjeti: MILLIONS Turn Off Mainstream News As New Journalism Rises (6:55)
Jordan Peterson: Death of mainstream media (9:53)
List of independent Journalists and their fees Some journalists earn $100,000 a month!
Glenn Greenwald: Joe Rogan got 4x more viewers than Tucker Carlson at FOX (1:09:36)
Comic strip: TV burning out our brains. Comic strip.

Older (but still valuable)

NBC News interviews Vladimir Putin. 95% of viewers prefer Putin. How come?
ENDEAVOR: America’s Surveillance State: 5-year-old conference revealed! More! ENDEAVOR?
Writers expect periodic payment but give MANY free samples. Dig around at Substack!
RFID + Amazon will track everyone on a private net (24:42). (backup)
Dr Dalrymple works at a jail and hospital. His book. He changed my mind!
Glenn Greenwald: Murderous and deceitful history of the CIA
9 Russian Songs You’ve Heard And Don’t Know The Name (4:29)
Mental health of liberal white women (4:09) (a secondary source. The Pew source is paywalled.)
Army Recruitment Ads: China vs Russia vs US (5:17) hilarious

The origin of COVID at Wuhan: The market or the lab? (authoritative article)
America will Collapse within a Decade or Two: Chris Hedges (53:18)
Exploding seeds, mechanism revealed, how to search, Smarter Every Day (12:01)
"What is Critical Race Theory?" A former believer answers (36:12)
Growing food in the Australian desert with sunlight and seawater (3:05)
Critical Race Theory in U.S. Schools | Glenn Loury & John McWhorter (15:52)
Wind shear brings a hand-thrown RC glider to 448 mph (55:59) USAF Jon explains.
What China tried to hide | Wuhan Coronavirus (4:19) (TV from India)
How to Flip a Goat and Why (7:49)
The Long Now Foundation (to foster long-term thinking)
Volcano, massive sparklers (7:57)
Volcano, geysers (0:47)  Lava rain (5:05)
Volcano, Moss fires caused by lava fliers of glassy pumice (5:35)
Volcano, Midnight blowup (6:34) due to gas bubble expansion and pumice production
Joe Rogan interview: The Military-Industrial Complex and CNN Being Exposed (7:49)
The gender gap in censorship support (Psychology Today article)
US history hero Mary Beth Tinker: The powerful have free speech. The rest of us need it.
Matt Taibbi DISMANTLES woke corporate race book 'White Fragility' (8:49)
On-board video of airplane after engine explosion in 2018 (2:09)
Massive octopus attacks diver: drags equipment through the sea (1:02)
Iceland volcano fountains behind apartment buildings (2:00)
Edward Snowden: "I had produced a system that spied on everyone (5:08)"
Jordan Peterson: The West Has Lost Faith In Masculinity (5:06)
Elon Musk charmingly defeating a room full of oil giants (3:21)
On left media promoting propaganda that it formerly disparaged (19:22)
Down the Alps on a bike (43:50)
The Mole Agent (2:05) preview of a 90-minute movie at Amazon Prime for $4.
Surfing with dolphins (0:43)
The Insane Biology of Hammerhead Sharks (17:59)
Trump Facebook Ban Stands As Liberals Cheer Censorship (18:10)
How To Show Someone You DO Care About What They Have To Say (8:14)
It took me a while to spot the orca among the surfers (2:38)

Glenn Greenwald
Glenn Greenwald: Overturning Brazil's corrupt national government (28:46), Autobio (thriller).
Glenn Greenwald: American liberals are confused on where power lies (4:43)
Glenn Greenwald: Sorting fact from fiction on Obamagate, Flynn investigations (9:15)
Glenn Greenwald: Overhyping Russiagate vindicates Trump (3:45)
Glenn Greenwald: The Murderous History and Deceitful Function of the CIA (1:26:04)
Glenn Greenwald (1:15:43) Pulitzer prize-winning...
Glenn Greenwald survives home invasion (4:57)
Being black in Brazil (11:48)

The SCLC is not the SPLC. What's the difference? (5:41)
CNN, MSNBC cover up for Cuomo (10:42)
Putin challenges Biden to a public debate (2:51) & Russia and China send Biden a message. (NC)

IQ

McNamara's Folly: The Use of Low-IQ Troops in the Vietnam War
The uncomfortable fact about IQ by Jordan Peterson (6:41)
Let’s take an IQ test. A culture-independent test (with incorrect scoring.)
IQ correlates: Spreadsheet based on The Bell Curve by Herrnstein & Murray (1994)
Jordan Peterson: IQ at universities (2:35)
Jordan Peterson: Using money productively (6:06) Actually, using intelligent people productively
Steve Sailer is THE Most Accurate Source on Intelligence. & Editorial board of “Intelligence”
Anatoly Karlin is THE SECOND MOST accurate source on Human Intelligence.
Jordan Peterson: Donald Trump's IQ (3:04)
Jordan Peterson: The difference between Wisdom and Intelligence (7:13)

Misc

Print Your Guy (6:44) Sweet video produced in 2016.
Dominic Frisbee: British Libertarian Love Songs (6:20)
Gallup poll says 42 million Latin&Carribeans want to migrate to the US.
Iceland Volcano (6:08) More
Girlfriend captures a python (17:19) He gets a bigger one(15:18) Warning: bloody
Mind-blowing corruption in the FBI, Wm Binney Whistleblower (34:57)
Our coming bridge over highway 101. My frustrated birthday party.
Joe Rogan: Motivational video (8:15) Net worth Joe Rogan gave Andrew Yang his start.
6-year-old Child piano prodigy plays Carnegie Hall (3:07)
Honest Government Ads: Australia (2:26), Hawaii (2:08), Julian Assange (2:11)
Wisconsin dads during tornados (3:46) Map Election corruption in Wisconsin.
Hydrofoil surf in Hawaii (one minute is enough) Learn how (2:05) The science (8:08).
Whale carcass (5:52)
On St.Maarten island a 747 jet blows people off the beach (1:45)
China Bans MIT Scratch MIT's Programming Language for Kids.
Claerbout's Scratch tutorial My Scratch simulated bloodstream ecosystem.
Retired NSA-CIA genius Bill Binney debunks Russiagate (26:56)
After take-off, fast forward to (8:42) for landing.

March 23, 2021 I think

Low flight along the California-Mexico border (1:12:06) Skim and skip on the map. Sand.
Igniting under-ice methane (1:43)
CNN, MSNTV coverup for Andrew Cuomo (10:42)
Deathbed Confession: The FBI and NYPD arranged the Malcolm X assassination (article)
 NSA insider retiree Bill Binney reveals how lies got the USA into two wars (26:56)
The Majority Of Americans for the FIRST TIME say "US System Of Government Not Sound (4:47)
Starlink (5:45) Another (9:31). Early experiences: Youtube(Starlink)
Himalayan rockfall (1:31)
Tulsi Gabbard: Our illegal Syria policy (1:15)
Lee Kwan Yew: CIA tried to bribe a Singapore official (4:08)
Killing wild hogs in Texas (8:42) History (10:06)

March 16

Covid deaths in Viet Nam (population 98 million) are nearly zero! Here is why (7:41).
Why the disconnect between intellectuals and the working class? (6:34) Jordan Peterson
Vladimir Putin tells a joke about the Israeli army (0:38)
Texas border: Congressional rep (2:54). Texas governor (27:22)
How planetary gears work (4:53)
Enviolo Mechanism for a continuously-variable bicycle gear shift (2:58).
Clash over Tulsi Gabbard: Democratic Strategist versus The Hill (11:17)
Indonesian volcano Sinabung eruption 11 June 2019 (2:17) Spectacular! A lake view (map)

March 9

Tulare Lake is gone! (8:10)
Gorilla mating (3:57).
How to know your future spouse (8:14) Jordan Peterson is popular at colleges.
A moving Japanese television commercial (3:31)
Black on White crime (0:30) An observation expressed as a cartoon video
Google search for Homicide Arrest images. How might we help these mostly-evil people?
Long guns vs. handguns: Which are the bigger problem? (article)
Escape(?) from California forest fire (2:15)
Cockatoo cusses out its owner (1:22)
America’s Cup has hydrofoil sailboats (3:54). You’ll get the idea in a half minute.
Tucker Carlson: The Left wants a whole new dictionary (1:30).
Orcas playing with swimmer (2:13)
You can go belly up to a manta ray (16:48). I’ll tell you where and how.

Feb 23

Li Ziqi, a Chinese Martha Stewart. Very seductive! You can subscribe.
Would you care to try to understand Trump voters? Read this.
How Biden made his millions (5:37)
Chinese Professor leaks on their US penetration (article with video link (7:09)
Texas power outage (article) at Naked Capitalism
China’s Social Credit System (18:56)
China is like North Korea!? (20:36)
NYT versus Clubhouse, by Saagar Enjeti (11:04)
What is Clubhouse? (11:19)
D.C. riot exaggerated? (article)
In a Venezuelan jail (16:03). Unspeakable. A former student of mine is in one.
How to drain the swamp in Washington (3:09) (narrated by Andrew Yang)

Feb 26

Working-class are joining the Republicans article
Petition to recall the governor interview with the chief Signature Collector
The Russian economy is below Canada’s, Korea’s, ... datasheet
Russia, Ukraine, and Crimea map map
Our new $100 billion nuclear weapons. Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (75 years)
Wuhan’s first month explained by the Chinese government. One-hour video
Chinese street youth in Wuhan, etc at 3am. Four towns, four videos, subtitles
Protein folding. A 4-minute video overview of proteins. Give it a minute.
Homeless in southern California. A local activist is interviewed.
Where did Covid come from? I’m not going to try evaluating all these views.
DataBase for Future Attractions

Kilauea Eruption in December (3:32)  Kilauea (7:11) more background.
Bobcat makes long jump (0:25)
Dance of the Detonators, by Dyno Nobel (4:10)  a dynamite company old video
I painted my room in the blackest paint in the world (8:55)  from The Action Lab
A right-wing view of the Capitol riot (1:53)  Tucker Carlson on FOX.
Prada Cup: American capsize (4:44)
Dogs that fly (49 sec)
NSA (FBI&CIA) director James Clapper lies to congress (0:56). He had the question in advance!
Edward Snowden helped build the system Clapper (NSA head) lied about to Congress (5:08)
Tuba Skinny, “Gimme some” (6:18)
Avocado and Apple do not breed true. That's why we graft. Speed to 2:15. Speed to 4:20
Chopin - Scherzo No.2 Traum Music (piano)
Bach - Toccata and Fuque in Dm. (organ)
Detroit’s worst-looking areas.
Iran Top Nuclear Scientist Killed by 1-Ton Automated Gun (6:43)  Jewish Chronicle
Israel extends its high-tech barriers
Despite rising salaries, the skilled-labor shortage is getting worse  $100K plumbers etc
The fighter jet era is past. “It's the drones,” says Elon Musk (3:16)
Why most people don't bike. It’s the same problem at Stanford University.
The Incredible Underground Bicycle Parking Garages of the Netherlands (7:54)
San Francisco homeless (10:59)
Perpetual Ocean (10:00)
California and Texas compared
Why my company is leaving California (7:50)  (Ben Shapiro)
Portland is a wreck (10:45)
A quiet revolution in California elections (9:45)  Sounds wonderful!
Hitchhiking (6:53). I start from a gas station, chat, and offer to pay for some gas.
Elon Musk, 2010 the lowest point in my life (3:43)  Now he’s the world’s wealthiest
Sapolsky's Zebra story told by Jordan Peterson (2:57)
Our new pedestrian-bicycle overpass (2:55)  Completion this summer?
"Too many MBAs," says Elon Musk (3:44)
Edward Snowden tells his story (12:17)
Everybody wants to be the captain until there's captain stuff to do (3:06)
Returning in a storm.
“Why I fire people.” by Elon Musk. (2:51)
Cancel Culture is a Dress Rehearsal for Mass Murder (5:48) | Stefan Molyneux
The former CEO of NPR (34:52) tells about National Public Radio, and about life in DC.
Putin's Crimea (14:16) Both sides are interviewed. Should the US send missiles to one?
James Lindsay: Oppression, etc (6:20) Explains the logic of Antifa (in 700-800 appearances).
James Lindsay: Cynical Theories (Amazon book) and an interview (19:10).
Ro Khanna: Syria Strikes 'ILLEGAL' (9:36)
Detroit's formerly beautiful homes (6:00)
Crimea: Interview both sides (14:17) Who sent them US missiles? To which side?
The Golden Rule: More to it than you think says Jordan Peterson (5:44)
I would rather be governed by random people than by the Harvard faculty (0:35) Wm F Buckley
Genetic map of Europe (article with map) Click on the illustration!
Jordan Peterson: Learn critical thinking by writing (3:20) What others gained (4:10).
Transparency International and its Corruption Index.
Ice cracking on the Potomac River (4:01) Photo of the spring flood.
Ducks cleaning a rice field (2:01)
Insect-like drones (1:40)
Americans living it up in Mexico (3:09)
How to write and verbalize your thoughts (1:56)
Lee Kwan Yew fallout with the Americans (4:08)
WhiteBlack & TeacherPupil graphic. Refereed article
Jordan Peterson: From the Barricades of the Culture Wars (1:32:02) Watch until (7:30).
Why do some birds choose to ignore their hungriest chicks. Short article
Holocaust survivor recalls the first time she met US Army officer (2:21)
Saagar Enjeti EXPOSES NYT, FBI '50 Year' WAR On Civil Liberties (10:02)
Dozens of convicted criminals have been hired as cops in rural Alaska
White cliffs of Dover have fallen off into the sea (0:56)
The Millenial marriage proposal (2:47) She wants it the way she wants it.
Doctor destroys a man's daughter (4:39). Likewise, a woman's daughter (7:45)
Our coming pedestrian-bicycle bridge over highway 101.
Washington Post Issues MASSIVE Correction On Trump Election Fraud Story
Cuomo scandal (10:42)
Self-folding robots (2:32).
Rockfall on Fox Glacier, New Zealand (0:41)

The world according to Peter Thiel (36:0)  
(He’s a successful venture capitalist.)

Getting a prescription to die remains tricky  
(an article at Naked Capitalism)

Sixty Minutes misleads us about Ron DeSantis, Florida’s governor (12:43)

Covid lab-leak hypothesis (10:22)

Don’t walk on fresh lava crust (0:52)

Ring bubbles join and split (2:12)

MIT Scratch tutorial: Ball projectile physics

Chris Hedges: Political struggle within the left (27:04)

Go to Science channels by Volunteers